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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a fast approach that parallelizes
the deduplication process on multicore processors. Our ap-
proach, named MD-Approach, combines an efficient block-
ing method with a robust data parallel programming model.
The blocking phase is composed of two steps. The first step
generates large blocks by grouping records with low degree
of similarity. The second step segments large blocks, that
may result in unbalanced load, in more precise sub-blocks. A
parallel data programming model is used to implement our
approach in a sequence of both map and reduce operations.
An empirical evaluation has shown that our deduplication
approach is almost twice faster than BTO-BK, that is a
scalable parallel deduplication solution in distributed envi-
ronment. To the best of our knowledge, MD-Approach is
the first to focus on multicore processors for parallel dedu-
plication.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.4 Information Systems [Database Management]:
Systems—Parallel databases

General Terms
Algorithms, Performance
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1. INTRODUCTION
A central process in data integration is record deduplica-

tion. Record deduplication aims to identify which records
represent the same underlying entity. Naive deduplication
techniques have quadratic processing cost (O(n2)), that re-
quire a high runtime to process large datasets. For instance,
considering a dataset of size n, n×n pairs must be analyzed.
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In order to improve the performance of record dedupli-
cation in large datasets, techniques such as blocking [12]
have been proposed. Blocking methods are used as an al-
ternative to reduce the number of comparisons. Blocking
aims to group candidate similar records in an efficient way.
Pair comparison just occurs inside each block. Blocks can
be distributed among independent processes without expen-
sive message exchanges. Data independence creates the sce-
nario to extend the deduplication process to parallel envi-
ronments. Complex tasks that would require days to be
completed, may be executed in a short time with high effec-
tiveness.

Several approaches have been proposed [3, 5, 10, 14, 15]
in order to reduce the processing time of the deduplica-
tion. These works employ distributed architectures that
offer large number of processors and memory resources to
speed up applications. However, distributed architectures
require both specialized implementation and management,
that implies in a rarely popular use. In an opposite way,
this work focus on an efficient deduplication approach on
multicore processors.

In this paper, we present a new parallel deduplication ap-
proach for large datasets that use multicore processors. Our
approach, named MD-Approach, combines a fast blocking
method with a robust data parallel programming model.
The blocking phase splits the dataset in small and balanced
blocks into two steps. The first step aims to create large
blocks to ensure that no duplicate record pairs reside in dif-
ferent blocks. A second step aims to segment the large blocks
in sub-blocks with high degree of similarity. This step re-
sults in blocks with less false positive pairs. The two block-
ing steps are efficiently implemented by MapReduce parallel
programming model [8]. The MapReduce is composed of
a sequence of Map-Reduce operations. Our experiments,
have shown that the MD-Approach is almost twice faster
than BTO-BK [15], and also keeps high effectiveness.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

• The definition of the two blocking steps using tradi-
tional blocking that aims to create a balanced partition
of dataset.

• We combine our blocking method into a data parallel
programming model, achieving both high performance
and effectiveness.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first
present the background in Section 2. In section 3, we dis-
cuss the related work. Section 4 presents our parallel dedu-
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plication approach, while the experiments are demonstrated
in Section 5. Section 6 contains concluding remarks and
describes future work.

2. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

2.1 Deduplication
Deduplication techniques identify which records refer to

the same underlying entity. The duplicate records identifi-
cation is essential in many integration systems. However,
the deduplication is a complex process due to incomplete
records, misspellings, typographical errors, abbreviations,
among others.

The deduplication is partitioned in four phases. The first
phase is named preprocessing. In this step, preprocessing re-
alizes a superficial cleaning and standardization. Preprocess-
ing aims to improve the quality of datasets by optimizing
the subsequent stages (for instance, to convert date format
into an international standard). The second phase, blocking
process, decreases the comparison number by splitting the
dataset in groups (blocks) of similar records.

In the third phase, named match step, the records that
belong to the same block are compared. The comparison
is done by using similarity functions that quantify the sim-
ilarity of candidate pairs. The match step is considered a
bottleneck in the deduplication systems [2]. It becomes un-
affordable to compare a massive number of pairs in large
datasets.

Finally, the fourth phase, named classification step, de-
fines if the candidate pairs are duplicate or not, by using of
a threshold that can be previously calibrated and defined.

2.2 Blocking process
In order to reduce the number of records comparison,

blocking approaches have been used to segment datasets in
blocks of similar records. Thus, only the records presents in
the same block are analyzed. It reduces the number of pair
to be processed.

The classic blocking method defines the concept of Block-
ing Function (BF). The BF is composed of a set of operators
that is applied to each record. The operator selects fields,
or fragments of fields, to create a key. Each key can be com-
posed of many fields. The records with the same key are
grouped in the same block.

Formally, we can assume that a dataset contains n records:
D={R1, R2, ..., Rn}. Each record is composed of several
fields: R1={f1, f2, .., ft}. The operator is defined by con-
catenation of fields or fragments of fields, for example,
Op={“first three letters f1” ∧ “first three letters f2”}.
The BF contains a set of i operators: BF={Opj}i

j=1. When
the BF is applied to each record, Ri produces a set of keys:
BF (R1)={keyOp1 , keyOp2 ,..., keyOpt}. Each record can
result in several keys according to BF. We assume that an
indexing function h(keyi) transforms a key in a number.
Equal numbers are grouped in the same block.

However, a tradeoff of blocking function is that small
variation in some characters makes impossible to insert the
record in the true block. In order to avoid loss of the true
matches, the operator must be generic enough to cover a
largest number of keys. The definition of generic operators
can frequently result in largest blocks. Largest blocks may
result in unbalanced load that increases the application run-
time.

2.3 Parallel programming model
Data parallel programming models aim to reduce the

complexity of the parallel applications developed in large
datasets. It provides a high-level interface that frees the
programmer from detailed of parallel issues.

Figure 1: MapReduce architecture

MapReduce (MR) [7] was proposed by Google as a new
solution for intensive processing in large scale. MR is a data
parallel programming model in which each process has a
fragment of dataset and run without any block condition.
In MR, the users specify their applications by sequence of
Map-Reduce operations. All issues involving the parallelism
are assigning to MR, simplifying the application develop-
ment. The MR programming model is based on two func-
tional programming primitives:

• Map - receives a portion of the input file, applies a
function defined by an user, and launches a set of in-
termediate pairs in the key/value format.

• Reduce - each reduction function is responsible for a set
of values associated with each key, like the statement
group by in SQL language. The processing, defined by
the user, is performed on each set of values. Finally,
each reduction function launches a set of tuples.

Figure 1 illustrates the MR architecture. After the main
program has started, the following succession of operations
must be performed: (1) the dataset is fragmented in slices
of a certain size. (2) Each partition is assigned to a spe-
cific worker, which call the Map function. (3) Each Map
worker stores intermediate tuples in a private hash table.
The keys are inserted in a specific hash table entry. A chain
is created when the hash entry is filled. The chain is sorted
following the alphabetically order of the keys. (4) After all
map workers have finished their work, the entries of hash
table are sent to the Reduce function. The same entry of
each hash table is assigned to the same reduce worker. This
join the same keys created by different workers in the same
block. (5) The Reduce function analyses the values of each
key agreed with the implementation of the application. The
outputs of Reduce function are emitted in a set of key/value
pairs. At last, (6) the key/value is stored in the file system.

3. RELATED WORK
Deduplication has been extensively studied in order to

look for an effectiveness and fast approach by using a ro-
bust function similarity [10]. The naive approach can be de-
fined by using two nested loops comparing each pair. Also,
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the naive approach has quadratic cost and it becomes pro-
hibitive when we work with large datasets. Blocking tech-
niques have been used to improve the performance in several
deduplication systems [3, 5, 14].

Several researches have addressed different blocking ap-
proaches [9]. Traditionally, blocking function (BF) are de-
fined by a set of key fields. Keys are used to define which
blocks the record belongs [2]. Canopy clustering [11] di-
vides the blocking into two phases. First, an approximate
distance metric is used to quickly build blocks, for example
TF/IDF. Second, a robust and accurate method is applied
to improve the blocking created in the first step. Suffix array
blocking [1] creates keys by combining suffix of fields. The
keys are grouped into an inverted index. An improvement
is proposed in [6] where adjacent keys are compared using a
similarity function. The keys that show a high degree sim-
ilarity are blocking together. The similarity function intent
to improve the effectiveness by blocking similar records.

First distinction between previous researches and our ap-
proach is that the related work create several keys using the
suffix of each field. It generates a large number of the key
for dataset composed of millions of records. Our approach
creates keys using composition of fields or segments of fields
to minimize the number of false positive pairs and also main-
taining a good effectiveness. Second distinction is that we
apply the more expensive blocking step into just unbalanced
blocks. The second blocking step minimize the number of
false positive pairs. The large blocks are broken up into
sub-blocks.

Several parallel deduplication systems have been proposed
in order to improve the performance. D-swoosh [3] proposes
a generic approach for matching and merging duplicates in
distributed environments. A set of approaches is proposed
in [10] addressing data integration based in the status of
the dataset. P-Febrl [5] proposes a parallel extension of the
sequential algorithm, but no detail has been shown. Fera-
parda [14] presents an approach that explores the pipelining
parallel programming model. Blocking function is used to
reduce the number of the candidate pairs. In our approach,
we improved the efficiency by combining the two blocking
step, that significantly reduce the number of comparisons,
with a robust data parallel programming model.

Recently, [15] presented a signature-based approach that
combines both PPJoin method and MR programming
model. The signature-based algorithms sort the dataset into
decreasing order, following the term frequency. The terms
position defines the value of the signature. The blocking key
is formed by the less frequent terms of each record. After
the blocking step, a set of filters (PPJoin method) are spec-
ified in order to prone false positive pairs before the match
step. Finally, a similarity function is used to quantify the
number of exact signatures of each candidate pair. This al-
gorithm has the following gap that motivates our research.
The signature-based algorithms minimize the computational
costs replacing the exact fields by a global ID. Nevertheless,
records that contains a lot of mistakes probably receive dis-
tinct IDs. It forbids to insert in the correct block. Further,
the creation of index adds an overhead to scan all dataset.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first to
use a multicore architecture. In this way, we significantly
reduce the overhead of communication. As a result, we have
specified a parallel deduplication approach with both high
performance and effectiveness.

Figure 2: Overview of Two blocking step method

4. MD-APPROACH
In this section, we present our parallel deduplication ap-

proach, named MD-Approach. First, we describe our block-
ing method. The blocking is composed of two steps that
perform both good effectiveness and load balancing. Sec-
ond, we show how we combine the blocking method with a
data parallel programming model in order to achieve high
performance. It is important to notice that our focus is to
put all datasets into computer main memory.

4.1 Two blocking step
The main challenge of blocking approaches is the segmen-

tation of the dataset into blocks both precision and balanced.
The creation of balanced blocks may determine the perfor-
mance of the application. For example, consider that we
have three unbalanced blocks, containing 200, 240, and 400
records, respectively. The runtime of parallel deduplication
approach should be defined by the largest block. The block
containing 400 records will create 160 thousands of the can-
didate pairs (O(n2)). In this case, while one processor is
busy the others are kept idle. If possible, the ideal blocking
approach should split the biggest block (400 records) into
two sub-blocks.

Figure 2 illustrates our proposed blocking method. The
blocking is composed of two steps based on blocking func-
tions. The first blocking step maximizes the generation of
candidate pairs. The dataset is segmented in large blocks.
Some blocks can be bigger than others which may results in
unbalanced processing. It means that the distribution fre-
quency of each value used in the blocking key can be differ-
ent. The well balanced blocks are directly committed to the
match step. Blocks identified as unbalanced are sent to the
second blocking step. The second blocking step splits unbal-
anced blocks using more specific keys. The second blocking
step output is sent to match step.

The first blocking step splits the dataset in large blocks.
The problem of removing true pair is solved once that we
create large and imprecise blocks. A large number of the
keys are produced by joining parts of different fields. For
example, we may define the BF composed of birth year and
first three letters of surname.

The unspecific keys created in the first blocking step may
produce large blocks with large number of the false positive
pairs. In this way, we introduce the second blocking step that
segments the unbalanced blocks removing the false positive
pairs. In this step, the BF is changed to whole field. For
example, the BF composed of birth year and the first three
letter of surname (first blocking step), is changed to birthdate
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and surname in the second blocking step. Consequently, the
second blocking step groups records with exact fields. How-
ever, it is difficult to add records to the true block when
there are several mistakes. To avoid this, we define a sliding
window function to block similar keys. This function avoids
that incomplete or misspelling records to be inserted into
different blocks.

The sliding window function is used to insert similar keys
in the same block. First, the keys are appended in an in-
dex, following alphabetical order. It ensures that the simi-
lar records will be near to each other. Before a new key is
appended at the specific position, the adjacent keys inside
a sliding window are compared using a similarity function.
The key is inserted in a neighbor block if some adjacent key
is highly similar. Otherwise, the key is inserted at the origi-
nal position. For example, if a key is appended in the index
at the position number 200 and the adjacent neighbor num-
ber 199 is highly similar, then, the position of the the key
will change to 199 and the record will be blocked together.
Otherwise, if the adjacent keys are low similar, then the key
will be appended to the original position.

Finally, the second blocking step creates high specific
blocks without removing the true matches. It reduces con-
siderably the number of pairs to be compared. However, the
similarity measure between adjacent key adds a cost in the
creation of blocks. As a consequence, the first blocking step
is a cheap and low precise process. In contrast, the second
blocking step is precise but more expensive process.

4.2 Parallel deduplication approach
Both blocking steps can be conveniently implemented us-

ing the MR data parallel programming model. A sequence
of mapping, sort, and reduction operation are linked to im-
plement our approach. Figure 3 shows the overview of the
sequence tasks to be performed by our approach. To better
explore the data parallelism, we have divided our approach
into four phases:

• Phase I : dataset is sequentially fragmented. Each frag-
ment is processed in parallel. At this time, the keys of
the first blocking step are created. All the next phases
are performed in parallel, following the MR model.

• Phase II : the blocks are merged and unbalanced blocks
are sent to the Phase III. Records in balanced blocks
are compared (match step). Pairs identified as dupli-
cated are sent to Phase IV.

• Phase III : the unbalanced blocks are fragmented in
sub-blocks. The BF is identified and the key is created
using the second blocking step. The sliding window
function is used to block high similar keys. The records
inside the sub-blocks are compared and duplicates are
sent to the next phase.

• Phase IV : pairs are merged into the output file and
duplicates are removed.

4.2.1 Phase I
Phase I begins creating the dataset segments. The Map

workers take each row of input document, and apply the
first blocking step. The Map workers output intermediates
key-value pairs with each blocking key as the key and the
record as the value. For each blocking function a set of

Figure 3: Sequence of MD-Approach phases

keys is generated. It produces a large number of redundant
keys to be processed in the next phase. The misspelling or
lack of information in some attributes force to create several
blocks of the same record. Redundancy is essential to insert
duplicate in the true block. Finally, the key-value is sent to
MR, where the tuples are sorted and stored, while all the
map tasks are finished.

4.2.2 Phase II
In Phase II, the blocks are built join the entries of the

hash tables. Before the blocks are sent to the reduction
function, each block is analyzed searching for unbalanced
blocks. Identification of unbalanced blocks is made by com-
paring a threshold with the records number of each block.
The threshold determines if the block will be directly per-
formed in the current phase (balanced block) or it will be
sent to the second blocking step (unbalanced block). Each
candidate pair is performed by the reduction function.

The Reduce workers receive a key and a set of values that
represent a block. Inside each block, each pair is individually
compared using a similarity function. Finally, an arithmetic
average is performed on the values returned by the similar-
ity function. The arithmetic average is compared with the
similarity threshold. If the pair average is higher than the
threshold, it is considered a duplicate and it is sent to Phase
IV. Otherwise, the pair is discarded.

4.2.3 Phase III
This phase receives the unbalanced blocks and segment

in specific sub-blocks using the second blocking step. Simi-
lar keys are blocked together employing the sliding window
function. This function applies a sliding window looking
over similar keys.

More specifically, this phase receives blocks composed of
the keys. First, the Map function identifies the BF that
generates the blocking key created by the first blocking step.
The identification of the BF avoids an explosion in the num-
ber of keys. After the BF is identified, the second blocking
step expands each key to accommodate fully fields.

The keys are emitted by the Map workers and stored in
the hash table. However, mistakes into records result in the
insertion of the incorrect block. In this way, before the keys
are sorted into hash table, we perform the sliding window
function. In this function, first a binary search is made to
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find a position of each blocking key. When the position is
known, we compare adjacent keys inside of a sliding window.
If the similarity of a key pairs is upper than the threshold,
the key is inserted into the already presented block. Oth-
erwise, a new hash entry is created following the position
defined by the binary search. After all keys are sorted, the
reduce function is started. The reduce function is the same
showed in the Phase II.

4.2.4 Phase IV
In the last phase, we put all pairs together. Short map-

reduce operations are used to clean the output file. It occurs
because both blocking phases generate redundancy. Then,
all replicated pair is identified and removed.

5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the MD-Approach on a multi-

core machine by comparing with [15]- a distributed MapRe-
duce implementation of the PPJoin approach. We describe
our experimental setting and report the main contribution of
our approach. The focus of the MD-Approach is to improve
the performance and keep the effectiveness, on multicore
processors.

We implemented the MD-Approach using Phoenix [13],
which is a shared memory MapReduce implementation writ-
ten in C language. Phoenix is a robust and efficient platform
to performance application in shared memory architectures.
The main advantage of the Phoenix is the low communica-
tion overhead without excessive data copying. The dataset
is whole copies to main memory and pointers are used for
moving data. To enable a better comparison with our ap-
proach, we also implemented a shared memory version of
BTO-BK algorithm [15] on Phoenix MapReduce platform.

5.1 Measurements & Definitions
For each dataset, we ran MD-Approach and BTO-BK on

1, 2, 3, and 4 cores. For MD-Approach, we used the Jaro-
Winkler similarity distance metric with threshold δ= 0.9 and
the size of sliding window function as 1 (defined experimen-
tally). For BTO-BK, we used Jaccard similarity metric and
defined experimentally the threshold δ= 0.5. We used syn-
thetic datasets generated by Febrl data generator (Dsgen)
[4]. The synthetic dataset allows full control of record num-
bers and duplicates. Synthetic dataset allows measuring the
exactly precision of the application. The datasets ranged
from 1 million (1M), 2 million (2M) and 4 million (4M). We
defined 10% of duplicates in each dataset by introducing dif-
ferent errors. We have used a Intel Core 2 Quad processor
(2,6 GHz) running Ubuntu 9.10 64 bits. The machine had
8 Gb RAM.

We compare the effectiveness using recall, precision and
f-measure. Recall evaluated the portion of correctly dupli-
cated found, relative to all known duplicates in the data set.
Precision measures the portion of correct duplicated, rela-
tive to all duplicated found. The f-measure is the harmonic
mean of precision and recall.

To compute speedup, we ran the MD-Approach and BTO-
BK in 1,2,3, and 4 cores. Let us call Tp as runtime in p
processors. The speedup was measured by computing the
ratio of T1 with its parallel time. We measured the wall-
clock time and computed the average over three runs.

5.2 Effectiveness

Figure 4: Runtime of MD-Approach using the bal-
anced and unbalanced blocking (1M Dataset)

Table 1: Effectiveness comparison
Precision Recall F-Measure

MD-Approach 90,49 98,69 94,41
BTO-BK 100,00 70,2 82,49

In this section we compare the effectiveness of BTO-BK
and MD-Approach. We identify experimentally the best in-
put parameters of both approaches 1.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our blocking approach,
we compare the runtime of MD-Approach using the first
blocking step, without identification of unbalanced blocking
and using the two blocking step (balanced blocking). Figure
4 shows both runtime of blocking methods. The number
of pairs performed by balanced blocking is almost 400 mil-
lion less than unbalanced blocking, using the 1M dataset.
Consequently, the runtime of balanced blocking is almost 3
times lower than the unbalanced method. It is explained by
high number of false positive pairs generates by unbalanced
blocking.

Table 1 shows the recall, precision and f-measure of BTO-
BK and MD-Approach. It is important to notice that,
MD-Approach had better f-measure than BTO-BK. Inter-
estingly, BTO-BK achieved precision almost 100% due to
the set of filters proposed by PPJoin approach that prune
false positive pairs. The recall of BTO-BK is result of the
signature-based algorithm that block only exactly keys. Our
approach achieved a recall of 98,69% due to use of the two
blocking step and similarity windows function that improved
the quality of blocks. This clearly demonstrates the superi-
ority effectiveness of our approach over BTO-BK.

5.3 Speedup and Scalability
In this section, we compared MD-Approach with BTO-PK

in terms of dataset size and runtime.
Figure 5 shows the comparison of runtime of each dataset

when the dataset is increased. The runtime of MD-Approach
was almost 2 times less than BOT-BK. The runtime of
dataset 4M showed 2.1 times less. These results demon-
strate the efficiency of our approach, achieved by combining
the data parallel model and the two blocking steps. The
effective blocking approach reduces significantly the number
false positive pairs to be performed in the match step.

Figure 6 shows the speedup of MD-Approach and OPT-
BK in three datasets. In 1M and 2M datasets, both ap-

1Details are omitted due to space restriction.
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Figure 5: Runtime of MD-Approach and BTO-BK

Figure 6: Speedup comparison

proaches achieved the same speedup due to both explores
the MapReduce parallel platform. When we increase the
dataset to 4M, the speedup of our approach has a little in-
crease due to direct blocking process and the creation of bal-
anced blocks. The speedup of BTO-BK was kept the same
due to the large number of the false positive pairs created
by the signature-based blocking process.

6. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have shown a fast solution for parallel

deduplication on multicore processors. Our solution, named
MD-Approach, improve multicore processors assuring high
performance. MD-approach combines a robust data paral-
lel programming model with an effective blocking method.
The blocking method consists on the two steps. The first
blocking step creates large blocks to maximize the number
of pairs. The second blocking step fragments large blocks
in small blocks, assuring the precision of the sub-blocks. By
combining the two blocking step and MapReduce data paral-
lel model, we specify a new efficient approach for deduplica-
tion. An empirical evaluation shown that our deduplication
approach is faster and more effective than the state-of-art of
BTO-BK approach. As a future work, we intend to extend
our experiments with real datasets. Additionally, we plan to
include other blocking approaches in order to minimize the
redundant number of created keys by the blocking method.
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